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Question 1
Question Type: FillInTheBlank

In the microservice practical guidance, which microservice in the following diagram is connected to the system through mesher? ()



[Score: 5]

Answer: 



Question 2
Question Type: FillInTheBlank

The dashboard of application operation and maintenance supports displaying indicator data and status data, and different icons are

added for different indicator data as needed. If you need to monitor the change trend or compare multiple indicators, you can create (); if

you need to know the latest values, you can create (). [Score: 5]

Your answer: A, graph; digital figure

Answer: 

Question 3
Question Type: FillInTheBlank

Processes and tools of microservices, self-organizing team, and technical practice complement each other. Which of the following does

not belong to the scope of processes and tools? () [Point: 5]



Your answer:

Answer: 

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which of the following is not the advantages of Huawei Cloud CCE managed containers? () [Score: 5]

Your answer:

Options: 
A- fine-grained resource isolation through shared kernel

B- using Hypervisor to achieve more efficient use of hardware resources

Answer: 
B



Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

In the topology map of Huawei Cloud Application Performance Management Service, each arrow line represents a call relationship, and

different colors represent the Apdex health of the call relationship. The red dotted arrow line shown in the figure below indicates that the

call status is () [MinuteValue: 5]

Your answer:

Options: 
A- the request status is satisfactory

B- the request status is very poor, due to the delay

Answer: 
B

Question 6



Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which of the following is the function of Huawei Cloud Distributed Messaging DMS service? () [Score: 5]

Options: 
A- the Key-Value data cache

B- the module is asynchronously decoupled

Answer: 
A
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